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happened to be dark or deserted enough, they employed phrases which resembled those of the " whores " as closely as one drop of water resembles another : " Coming with me ? " or " Want some fun ? " or " You do take my fancy." Only their voices were more refined.
But Wasemmes's knowledge went no further than that. He suspected that the " bitches " constituted a badly delimited category, which was wide open where they merged into respectable women. In practice his powers of perception would often be at fault. Identify a " bitch " sitting pensively with a glass of coffee in front of her - he could do that all right. But suppose she were at the races, on a gentleman's arm; or in a shop, making purchases; or even in a bus, sitting there like anybody else ? The difficulty might become extreme.
He would have been less embarrassed if, on the other hand, his ideas about respectable women had been less vague. As a matter of fact, he did not call them by this name. To him they were simply " women " - in other words, persons with whom it was not, in principle, ridiculous to imagine an amorous adventure, but of whom it was impossible to guess whether, for their part, they had the least deske for it. Had they a horror of men, and did they tolerate them only in order to have a home and children ? Did they reserve their favours for certain men, whom they preferred for mysterious reasons of their own ? From what point of view did they look at very young men ?
On this point he feared the worst. Wazemmes was persuaded that the normal reaction of a woman to any advances by a boy of his age would be to box his ears. He extended this hypothesis to girls properly so called - those who were no longer children and expected to get married.
What was he to think about certain ambiguous varieties, such as women who lived by themselves ? Here it was no easy matter to draw a distinction. How were you to recognise that a woman who lived by herself was not aee bitch " ? You could not very well offer them money by way of experiment.

